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 Culture 

 People are taking sexy Tinder profile 
 pics at Berlin’s Holocaust memorial. 

 Should we really be outraged? 
 By Mira Fox 

 The  Memorial  to  the  Murdered  Jews  of 
 Europe  is  an  imposing  piece  of  public  art. 
 Dominating  a  square  in  central  Berlin,  the 
 statue  fills  a  200,000-square-foot  field  with 
 black,  coffinlike  stone  pillars.  Its  orderliness 
 evokes  the  precision  of  the  Nazi  killing 
 machine.  Its  uniformity  emphasizes  the 
 banality  of  the  evil  executed  by  the 
 concentration  camps.  Visitors  wander  its 
 narrow  passageways,  disoriented  and 
 overwhelmed. 

 And  some  of  them,  apparently,  feel  a  little 
 flirty. 

 At  least,  that’s  the  only  explanation  I  can 
 see  for  the  fact  that  the  Berlin  Holocaust 
 memorial  is  a  popular  backdrop  for  Tinder 
 profiles. 

 A  photo  compilation  of  Tinder  profiles  went 
 viral  on  Twitter  and  Reddit  last  week, 
 showing  dozens  of  women  posing  at  the 
 Holocaust  memorial.  Some  of  the  photos 
 are  artistic,  carefully  composed  shots  of 
 people  looking  soulfully  into  the  distance.  In 
 others,  the  subjects  grin,  sit  cross-legged  on 
 the  pillars,  do  parkour  or  strike  a  careful 
 pose. 

 It’s  nothing  new.  There  are  countless 
 articles  on  the  phenomenon,  along  with 
 joking  social  media  pages  that  round  up 
 Holocaust  selfies  at  concentration  camps 
 and  museums;  artists  have  leveraged  the 
 phenomenon  into  edgy  projects.  Even  the 
 viral  post  about  Tinder  is  four  years  old;  it 
 just got reposted. 

 Which  raises  the  question:  Is  it  still 
 happening? 

 The Tinder trials 

 Last  week,  I  reopened  my  defunct  Tinder 
 profile  and  got  on  Passport,  a  feature  which 
 allows  users  to  to  match  with  people  in 
 another  city  or  country.  (This  is  a  premium, 
 paid  feature;  usually  the  app  only  lets  users 
 see  or  match  with  people  up  to  50  miles 
 away.) 

 I  swiped  through  profiles  for  hours,  trying 
 various  settings  to  change  who  the  app 
 showed.  First,  I  just  swiped  as  myself  —  a 
 31-year-old  woman  —  which  allowed  me  to 
 see  men  and  women  interested  in  dating 
 women. 
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 But  after  about  an  hour,  I  didn’t  see  any 
 Holocaust  memorial  pics,  which  made  me 
 wonder  about  the  gender  dynamics  of  the 
 Holocaust  thirst  trap.  Straight  men  are 
 generally  less  likely  to  have  carefully  posed 
 photos,  and  queer  women  are  often  more 
 political  —  and  thus,  perhaps,  tactful 
 enough  to  avoid  posting  a  pic  at  a  memorial 
 to murdered Jews. 

 I  changed  my  profile’s  listed  gender  so  I 
 would  see  straight  women  and  queer  men. 
 But  after  an  hour  of  swiping,  all  I’d  learned 
 was  how  German  sex  workers  advertise.  I 
 saw  plenty  of  other  tourist  attractions  go  by, 
 both  in  Berlin  and  beyond:  the  Brandenburg 
 Gate,  the  Eiffel  Tower,  even  Petra  —  which 
 I’d  categorize  as  a  more  advanced,  harder 
 to  get  to  tourist  site.  But  only  once  did  I  see 
 a  woman  sitting  among  the  iconic  black 
 slabs of the memorial. 

 Well,  I  thought,  as  a  D.C.  native,  I  have  nary 
 a  picture  from  my  entire  life  of  any  of  the 
 monuments.  So  I  transported  myself  to 
 other  cities.  I  swiped  through  London,  Rome 
 and  finally  Prague,  which  produced  one 
 profile  of  a  man  leaning  in  the  dark  pillared 
 passages  of  the  memorial.  (As  of  this 
 writing,  neither  of  my  Holocaust  memorial 
 baes have matched with me.) 

 Perhaps  people  saw  the  post  and  took  their 
 Holocaust  photos  down,  or  maybe 
 Holocaust  education  has  really  improved  in 
 the  past  few  years  and  they  felt  guilty.  Or 
 perhaps  people  are  posting  tons  of  Tinder 
 profiles  with  the  memorial,  and  I  simply 
 didn’t  see  them.  A  few  hours  of  virtual 
 jet-setting  is  hardly  equivalent  to  the  volume 
 of  profiles  you  see  when  you’re  actually 

 single,  swiping  daily  in  the  hopes  of  finding 
 true love (or at least a one-night stand). 

 But  even  if  people  have  mostly  stopped 
 putting  their  Holocaust  memorial  selfies  on 
 Tinder,  they’re  still  taking  them  —  and 
 posting them on Instagram. 

 “Memorial  to  the  Murdered  Jews  of  Europe,” 
 each  person  must  type,  in  full,  so  their  posts 
 can  join  the  tens  of  thousands  of  photos 
 under  the  tag.  They  range  from  solemn  to 
 silly;  some  are  only  a  few  days  old.  An 
 entire  field  trip  of  girls,  who  crammed  into 
 the  narrow  passageway,  grin  and  stick  out 
 their  tongues.  A  woman  with  lip  injections 
 and  bared  cleavage  pouts  at  the  camera. 
 Even  the  posts  with  solemn  captions  about 
 the  Holocaust  are  carefully  calibrated  to 
 make  their  subject  look  hot  —  while  also 
 appropriately serious. 

 Is  it  really  so  bad  to  post  the  Holocaust 
 memorial on Tinder? 

 The  comments,  on  both  Twitter  and  Reddit, 
 on  the  Tinder  compilation,  are  divided.  Of 
 course,  many  people  are  horrified,  and  call 
 the  Tinder  profiles  disrespectful.  They  point 
 out  that  there  are  signs  around  the 
 memorial  forbidding  noise,  jumping  and 
 climbing,  pets,  drinking  and  smoking,  and 
 bicycles. 

 But  many  note  that  the  architect  of  the 
 Berlin  memorial,  Peter  Eisenman,  knew  that 
 people  might  not  always  approach  it  in  a 
 somber  fashion.  “People  are  going  to  picnic 
 in  the  field.  Children  will  play  tag  in  the  field. 
 There  will  be  fashion  models  modeling  there 
 and  films  will  be  shot  there,”  he  said  in  a 
 2005  Der  Spiegel  interview  for  the 
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 monument’s  opening.  “What  can  I  say?  It’s 
 not a sacred place.” 

 (Eisenman’s  description  of  the  project  on 
 the  memorial’s  site,  on  the  other  hand,  says 
 the  memorial  should  cause  visitors  to  feel  “a 
 persistent  state  of  reflection  and 
 contemplation”  and  “a  disturbing  personal 
 experience.”  It  might  not  be  sacred  in  the 
 traditional  sense,  but  it  is  meant  to  be 
 powerful, affecting and, well, negative.) 

 The  Berlin  memorial  is  not  the  only  place 
 where  people  seem  more  focused  on 
 striking  a  pose  than  honoring  the  history. 
 Auschwitz  selfies  are  so  common  that  the 
 Auschwitz  Museum  had  to  issue  a  tweet 
 asking  people  to  stop  posing  for  artsy 
 photos  on  the  railroad  tracks  that  brought  in 
 trains  full  of  Jews  to  be  gassed.  A 
 now-defunct  Hebrew  Facebook  page,  called 
 “With  My  Besties  at  Auschwitz,”  rounded  up 
 selfies  at  a  number  of  concentration  camps, 
 largely  featuring  Israeli  teenagers  on  school 
 trips.  People  selfie  at  the  9/11  memorial  and 
 Pearl  Harbor.  They  pose  with  the  Vietnam 
 Memorial.  They  even  take  selfies  at  funerals 
 — pretty frequently, actually. 

 And  the  selfies  and  thirst  traps  hardly  seem 
 any  worse  than  the  many  political  photo-ops 
 that  take  place  at  the  memorial.  Those  ones 
 are  certainly  engaging  with  the  history  of  the 
 Holocaust  —  but  doing  so  to  leverage  it  in 
 the  pursuit  of  power.  Isn’t  the  irony  of  using 
 a  monument  to  murdered  Jews  for 
 propaganda  more  insulting  than  obliviously 
 doing  a  high-fashion  strut  down  its 
 corridors? 

 It’s  hard  to  say  how  to  appropriately  engage 
 with  death.  The  Holocaust,  of  course,  is  not 
 just  any  death.  It’s  more  brutal,  more 
 industrial,  bigger.  But  it’s  still  hard  to  know 
 what  to  focus  on.  The  brutality  of  the  Nazis 
 or  the  resistance  of  the  Jews?  The  sorrow 
 for  those  lost  or  the  joy  of  the  lives  they  did 
 live?  Should  we  look  to  the  future  or  focus 
 on the past? 

 Memorials  are  not  museums.  They’re  art, 
 not  history;  they’re  meant  to  evoke  emotion, 
 not  transfer  information.  Perhaps  people 
 feeling  sexy  at  the  Holocaust  memorial  are 
 missing  the  point.  Or  perhaps  the  way  to 
 engage  with  the  memorial  over  time  has 
 changed. 

 “‘Selfies’  are  a  part  of  today’s  cultural 
 experience  and  the  virtualization  of  the 
 world,”  Günter  Morsch,  the  former  director 
 of  the  Sachsenhausen  Memorial  and 
 Museum,  told  ABC.  “In  the  virtual  world, 
 people  try  to  integrate  an  authentic  place 
 into  part  of  their  own  image  and  that’s 
 actually something positive.” 

 The  Israeli  teens  posing  with  their  national 
 flag  at  Holocaust  sites  may  be  smiling,  but 
 the  message  is  clear:  They  can  smile  and 
 pose  at  Auschwitz  because  they  see 
 themselves  as  forging  a  new,  proud  Jewish 
 future.  Even  Eisenman  said  that  he 
 imagined  the  stones  of  his  memorial  might 
 someday  be  seen  as  “foundation  stones  for 
 a new society.” 

 Life  moves  forward  after  tragedy.  People 
 continue  to  jump  and  climb  and  run,  and 
 yes, to date. 
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 Opinion 

 Dave Chappelle didn’t say the 
 harshest things about Jews last 

 week — this comedian did 
 By Rob Eshman 

 In  his  controversial  opening  monologue  on 
 “Saturday  Night  Live,”  comedian  Dave 
 Chappelle  said  a  lot  of  things  that  upset  a 
 lot  of  Jews.  But  another  stand-up  routine 
 making  the  rounds  this  week  took  joking 
 about Jews to a whole other level: 

 “Those  are  called  Sephardic  Jews,  or  as  my 
 grandmother called them, animals.” 

 “Jews  are  racist  but  we  don’t  see  skin  color. 
 We see IQ and income level.” 

 “We’re  cheap  but  only  compared  to  you 
 guys.  We’re  not  cheap  compared  to  Chaim 
 and Shlomo.” 

 “Goy  is  Yiddish  for  non-Jew.  And  just  so  you 
 know,  when  you  hear  it,  you  think  it’s  fun 
 and  friendly.  It’s  not.  They’re  sh—ing  on  you 
 to your face.” 

 Dave  Chappelle  didn’t  say  any  of  these 
 insensitive  things.  Ari  Shaffir,  a  Jewish 
 stand-up comedian, did. 

 These  are  some  of  the  milder  punchlines 
 and  observations  in  his  recently-released 
 comedy  special,  “Jew.”  The  90-minute 
 show,  filmed  in  Brooklyn  before  a  live 

 audience,  has  already  racked  up  over  3 
 million  views  and  over  25,000  comments 
 since it was posted to YouTube on Nov. 2. 

 If  we’re  upset  with  Chappelle,  why  aren’t  we 
 livid with Shaffir? 

 I’m  going  to  suggest  a  crazy  answer:  We 
 shouldn’t  be  upset  with  either.  We  should,  if 
 we feel like it, even laugh a little. 

 Chappelle’s  comments,  coming  at  a  time 
 when  high-profile  antisemitic  incidents  have 
 set  many  in  the  American  Jewish 
 community  on  edge,  have  drawn  a  firestorm 
 of criticism. 

 “We  shouldn’t  expect  @DaveChappelle  to 
 serve  as  society’s  moral  compass,  but 
 disturbing  to  see  @nbcsnl  not  just  normalize 
 but  popularize  #antisemitism,”  ADL  CEO 
 Jonathan  Greenblatt  tweeted.  “Why  are 
 Jewish  sensitivities  denied  or  diminished  at 
 almost every turn?” 

 The  ADL  is  on  the  front  lines  of  fighting 
 actual  antisemitism,  but  this  is,  judging  by 
 the  mixed  reactions  Chappelle’s  monologue 
 received, at worst a debatable example of it. 
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 But  why  no  word  from  Chappelle’s  critics 
 about  Shaffir’s  attack  on  “Jewish 
 sensitivities”?  Why  is  Chappelle  accused  of 
 inciting  antisemites  while  Shaffir  gets  a 
 pass? 

 In  his  routine,  the  48-year-old  New 
 York-born  Shaffir,  who  left  Orthodox 
 Judaism  after  attending  yeshiva,  talks  about 
 how  the  Jewish  God  is  obsessed  with  sex, 
 especially  anal  sex.  He  spends  a  good  five 
 minutes  mocking  Jewish  religious  rituals 
 around  menstruation,  followed  by  10 
 minutes  on  masturbation  and  a  Holocaust 
 joke about pushy Jews. 

 You  might  argue  that  Chappelle  has  a 
 bigger  megaphone,  but  Shaffir’s  post  has 
 racked  up  1  million  views  in  the  past  two 
 days  alone.  (“I  think  it’s  your  best  work 
 ever,”  Joe  Rogan  told  Shaffir  on  Spotify’s 
 top-rated podcast.) 

 Has  no  one  called  out  Shaffir  because  of 
 the  rule  —  illustrated  by  Chapelle’s  frequent 
 use  of  the  N-word  —  that  those  in  a  tribe  get 
 a  free  pass  to  mock  the  tribe?  Or  is  it 
 because  Chappelle  poked  not  at  Jewish 
 religion  but  at  Jewish  power,  a  very 
 sensitive  subject  for  people  more  used  to 
 seeing themselves as victims? 

 I  raise  this  question  as  someone  who  liked 
 both  routines.  Shaffir’s  “Jew,”  in  particular, 
 made  me  laugh,  hard.  It’s  raw  and  crude  in 
 parts,  and  mostly  brilliant.  The  ending  has  a 
 callback  so  deft  and  unforeseen  it’s 
 positively Chappelle-like. 

 There’s  a  minyan  of  contemporary 
 comedians  who  talk  about  being  Jewish  in 
 sharp,  personal  and  very  funny  ways  — 

 Elon  Gold,  Alex  Edelman,  Sarah  Silverman, 
 Amy  Schumer,  not  to  mention  Howard  Stern 
 —  but  Shaffir  doesn’t  do  a  couple  of  bits;  he 
 does  a  whole  Jewish  show.  Ari  Shaffir 
 makes Jackie Mason look like a goy. 

 Sure,  Shaffir  doesn’t  always  present  Jews  in 
 a  heroic  light.  He  exaggerates,  like 
 Chappelle  did,  because  comedy  isn’t 
 MyJewishLearning.com  —  and  fair  warning, 
 you may get upset. 

 The  best  comedians  —  Mark  Twain,  George 
 Carlin,  Sarah  Silverman,  and  yes,  Dave 
 Chappelle  —  do  indeed  serve  as  “society’s 
 moral  compass.”  Sometimes  that  means 
 offending  people.  But  the  best  response  to 
 comedy  is  not  high-horse  umbrage;  it’s 
 more comedy. 

 To  be  sure,  there  are  comedians  who  cross 
 the  line.  The  French  performer  Dieudonne 
 M’bala  M’bala,  for  one,  has  spoken  wistfully 
 of  gas  chambers  while  also  denying  the 
 Holocaust.  He’s  been  fined,  jailed  and 
 banned.  Worse  than  that?  He’s  not  funny. 
 It’s  pretty  easy  to  know  an  antisemite  when 
 you see one. 

 Chappelle  isn’t  one,  and  whether  what  he 
 said  gave  ammunition  to  real  antisemites  is 
 at least a matter of debate. 

 But,  please,  not  too  much  debate.  It’s 
 almost  unseemly  that  as  Iran  snuffs  out  the 
 lives  of  peaceful  protesters,  Ukrainians  fight 
 for  freedom  in  the  cold  and  dark,  and  real 
 white  supremacists  are  reelected  to 
 Congress,  all  Jewish  Twitter  seems  to  care 
 about  is  whether  one  of  Jon  Stewart’s  best 
 friends just launched a pogrom. 
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 News 

 We watched the movie Kyrie Irving 
 shared so you don’t have to 

 By Louis Keene 

 When  NBA  players  union  president  CJ 
 McCollum  criticized  Kyrie  Irving  for  linking  to 
 an  antisemitic  movie  on  Twitter  last  month, 
 he  seemed  to  confirm  what  many  had 
 already guessed. 

 “I  don’t  think  he  understood  the  magnitude 
 of  the  movie,”  McCollum  said,  “because  he 
 didn’t watch it.” 

 Irving,  who  hasn’t  played  since  he  was 
 suspended  Nov.  4,  may  not  have  watched 
 the  three-and-a-half-hour  “Hebrews  to 
 Negroes:  Wake  Up  Black  America,”  but  I 
 did,  both  to  see  for  myself  what  was  in  it 
 and  to  see  if  it  were  possible  —  as  Irving 
 implied  in  his  apology  —  to  believe  parts  of 
 the  movie  without  somehow  buying  the 
 hateful stuff. 

 That  means  I  survived  the  20-minute 
 commercial  reel  for  the  director’s  other 
 projects  that  leads  the  film,  the  interminable 
 PowerPoint  slide-reading  that  dominates  it, 
 and  the  repetition  of  the  same 
 dramatic-build  theme  music  for  hours  on 
 end. 

 So,  to  spare  you  the  $12  it  costs  to  stream  it 
 on  Amazon  Prime,  here  are  five  takeaways, 
 if you can call them that. 

 1.  The  director  of  the  movie  says  he 
 received its contents as a prophecy 

 Ronald  Dalton  Jr.,  the  movie’s  director  and 
 narrator,  claims  to  have  started  receiving 
 divine  revelations  beginning  around  2010. 
 According  to  Dalton’s  Amazon  bio,  he  asked 
 God  to  explain  the  struggles  of  the  Black 
 community and his prayers were answered. 

 “Ever  since  that  day,”  the  bio  says,  “God 
 would  reveal  the  truth  to  Ronald  in  bits  and 
 pieces  about  the  true  heritage  of  Black 
 people  in  America  as  it  pertained  to  the 
 Ancient  Hebrew  Israelites  of  the  Bible.  God 
 would  reveal  to  Ronald  the  REAL  REASON 
 why  blacks  have  been  oppressed  for  so 
 many years.” 

 2.  Antisemitic  lies  underpin  the  movie, 
 but are barely discussed in it 

 The  thesis  of  “Hebrews  to  Negroes”  is  that 
 African  Americans  are  the  true  descendants 
 of  the  ancient  Israelites,  but  that  Jews 
 usurped  their  identity  and  fooled  the  world 
 about  it  through  a  series  of  five  lies.  One  of 
 those “lies” is the Holocaust: 

 The  movie  shows  this  slide  in  the  first  half 
 hour  or  so,  but  never  returns  to  the 
 Holocaust  or  these  other  topics.  Instead,  the 
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 vast  majority  of  the  movie  is  spent  linking 
 contemporary  African  culture  to  Biblical  text 
 and  ancient  Jewish  tradition,  with  a  bit  of 
 comparative archaeology mixed in. 

 Standing  on  its  own,  believing  that  Black 
 people  are  descended  from  the  Jews  of 
 antiquity  is  not  offensive,  if  non-historical. 
 But  it  is  antisemitic  to  say  that  contemporary 
 white  Jews  are  imposters,  and  the  movie 
 states  that  at  the  outset  and  reinforces  it 
 every so often for the next three hours. 

 Another  example  is  its  description  of  how 
 Jews  participated  in  slavery.  Again,  it 
 asserts  that  schools  don’t  teach  that 
 Christians,  Muslims  and  Jews  orchestrated 
 the  Atlantic  slave  trade  —  kidnapping  the 
 descendants  of  the  tribe  of  Judah  in  1619  — 
 and  that  mass  media  has  helped  cover  it  up. 
 But  it  doesn’t  provide  (or  fabricate)  any 
 details  as  to  how  Jewish  people  were 
 involved. 

 So,  to  what  extent  were  Jews  involved  in 
 the  trans-Atlantic  slave  trade?  According  to 
 an  article  in  the  New  York  Review  of  Books 
 written  by  David  Brion  Davis,  the  director 
 emeritus  of  Yale’s  Gilder  Lehrman  Center 
 for  the  Study  of  Slavery,  Resistance,  and 
 Abolition,  in  the  American  South  in  1830, 
 there  were  only  120  Jews  among  the 
 45,000  slaveholders  owning  20  or  more 
 slaves  (that’s  two-tenths  of  a  percent)  and 
 only  20  Jews  among  the  12,000 
 slaveholders  owning  fifty  or  more  slaves 
 (slightly less than two-tenths of a percent). 

 “In  actuality,”  Davis  writes,  “so  far  as 
 ownership  of  slaves  is  concerned,  the  free 
 people  of  color  in  the  Caribbean  greatly 

 surpassed  the  much  smaller  number  of 
 Jews.” 

 3.  The  movie  shows  footage  of  Hasidic 
 Jews  dancing  and  says  they  are 
 “Hebrew-speaking  gentiles 
 masquerading as Israelites” 

 It also quotes midrash. Wait, what? 

 One  of  the  film’s  arguments  is  that  the 
 ancient  Israelites  were  Black  —  a  claim 
 supported  by  a  well-known  Jewish  text. 
 “Pirkei  D’Rabbi  Eliezer”  is  a  book  of  midrash 
 (that  is,  stories  and  exposition  based  on  the 
 Torah)  dating  back  to  around  the  eighth 
 century.  Out  of  all  the  quotes  this  movie 
 fudges,  fabricates  or  misattributes,  this  is 
 actually the most correct one! 

 Indeed,  Pirkei  D’Rabbi  Eliezer  (whose 
 authorship  is  unknown)  says  that  the 
 descendants  of  Noah’s  sons  Shem  and 
 Ham  were  blessed  by  God  with  dark  skin. 
 Some  Jewish  scholars  have  pointed  to  this 
 passage  as  evidence  that  Africans  may  be 
 descended from the 10 Lost Tribes. 

 4.  It  cites  a  widely  debunked  quote  from 
 a  rabbi  that  only  appeared  for  the  first 
 time after his death 

 The  movie’s  smoking  gun  is  a  quote 
 attributed  to  a  Jewish  man,  Harold  Wallace 
 Rosenthal,  that  has  been  circulating  in 
 conspiracy  spaces  for  decades  —  and 
 whose  legitimacy  has  been  questioned 
 since its initial publication. 

 “We  are  obliged  to  conceal  our  own 
 particular  character  and  mode  of  life  so  that 
 we  will  be  allowed  to  continue  our  existence 
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 as  a  parasite  among  the  nations,”  the  movie 
 quotes Rosenthal saying. 

 The  quote  first  appeared  in  1978,  two  years 
 after  Rosenthal,  a  New  York  politico,  was 
 murdered  in  a  terrorist  attack.  A  man  named 
 Walter  White,  Jr.,  published  a  pamphlet 
 containing  an  interview  in  which  Rosenthal 
 allegedly  brags  that  the  Jews  have 
 hand-picked  the  last  several  presidents, 
 control the media, and killed Jesus. 

 5.  It  quotes  Henry  Ford  and  ‘Adolph’ 
 Hitler,  but  the  Hitler  quote  is  a  notorious 
 fake 

 Dalton  draws  on  two  of  the  20th  century’s 
 most  infamous  antisemites  to  buttress  his 
 points  about  the  fraudulent  and  sinister 
 nature of the Jews. 

 Ford’s  bona  fide  quote  asserts  that  the  Jews 
 of  the  Bible  —  that  is,  Abraham,  Moses,  and 
 Samuel  —  were  not  Jews  but  Israelites,  and 
 thus  contemporary  Jews  have  no  claim  to 
 the  Old  Testament,  let  alone  to  being  the 
 seed of Christianity and Islam. 

 The  phony  Hitler  quote,  which  says  that  “the 
 white  Jews  know  that  the  Negroes  are  the 
 real  Children  of  Israel,”  was  also  shared  by 
 NFL  player  DeSean  Jackson  in  2020  and 
 widely  condemned.  And  its  conclusion  — 
 that  the  Jewish  plan  for  world  domination 
 “won’t  work  if  the  Negroes  know  who  they 
 are”  —  was  reminiscent  of  Irving’s 
 statement  that  he  can’t  be  antisemitic  “if  I 
 know where I come from.” 

 As  bad  as  Hitler  was,  he  didn’t  actually  say 
 this.  Instead,  the  quote  appears  to  have 
 originated  without  citation  in  a  1980  book, 
 “The  Nazis:  World  War  II,”  which  —  shocker 

 —  this  movie  quotes  too.  (Judging  by  its 
 Amazon  reviews,  the  book  is  not  known  for 
 anything else.) 

 When  the  movie  cites  the  quote  as 
 “believed  to  be  said  by  Adolph  [sic]  Hitler  in 
 a  secret  document  before  his  death  in  an 
 undisclosed  location,”  it’s  almost  like  the 
 forgery  is  staring  Dalton  —  and  any 
 reasonable viewer — in the face. 

 6.  The  question  this  movie  tries  to 
 answer is as tragic as its conclusion 

 “No  matter  what  country  we  live  in,  why  is  it 
 so  hard  for  the  so-called  Negro  to  be 
 prosperous  as  a  people?”  Dalton  asks, 
 nearly  three  hours  into  the  movie.  He  adds: 
 “Why  are  we  the  object  of  ridicule  all  over 
 the  world?  And  why  are  the  other  nations 
 living  their  best  life  but  our  lives  seem  to  be 
 a lifelong struggle?” 

 The  commonly  accepted  answer  to  this 
 question  is  the  enduring  power  of  white 
 supremacy,  an  often  invisible  force  that 
 continues  to  dictate  social  norms  long  after 
 the  abolition  of  slavery  and  the  heyday  of 
 the  Klan.  White  supremacy  targets  Jewish 
 people,  too,  promulgating  the  centuries-old 
 myth  of  a  “globalist”  cabal  so  that 
 Charlottesville  torch-carriers  chanted  “Jews 
 will  not  replace  us”  at  the  Unite  the  Right 
 rally in 2017. 

 That’s  one  reason  so  many  were  frustrated 
 when  Irving  shared  the  movie  with  his  4.5 
 million  followers:  “Hebrews  to  Negroes” 
 does  white  supremacy’s  dirty  work  —  one 
 minority  group  blaming  another  for  the 
 problems both are facing. 
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 News 

 Old Jewish men o�er President 
 Biden advice on his 80th birthday 

 By Kimberly Winston 

 Happy  birthday  to  Joe  Biden!  After  a 
 whirlwind  week  at  Bali’s  G20  Summit  and 
 Thailand’s  Asia-Pacific  Economic 
 Cooperation  summit,  the  president  turns  80 
 on  Nov.  20.  The  Forward  asked  Jewish  men 
 of  a  certain  age  what  advice  they  have  for 
 him  as  he  enters  his  ninth  decade.  Their 
 responses  have  been  edited  for  length  and 
 clarity. 

 ‘Get a life’ 

 Tom  Freudenheim  is  85  and  “not  gainfully 
 employed”  —  a  status  he’d  like  to  see 
 President  Biden  adopt.  That’s  not  because 
 the  retired  museum  administrator  has  any 
 political  objections  to  the  president.  He  just 
 thinks it’s time for the guy to ease up. 

 “First  of  all,  relax,”  he  said  he’d  tell  the 
 president. “And, quote, get a life!” 

 Freudenheim  said  the  president  shouldn’t 
 fall  into  the  trap  of  thinking  he  has  to  keep 
 up his current pace, or his office. 

 “The  advantage  to  being  old  is  you  don’t 
 have  to  be  as  important  as  you  used  to  be,” 
 he  said  from  the  Manhattan  home  he  shares 
 with  his  wife,  Leslie.  “I  enjoy  not  having  to 
 show  up  anywhere  except  my  doctor 
 appointments  and  my  lunch  dates.  I  am  past 
 my shelf life and I can handle that.” 

 But  neither  does  Freudenheim  think  a  more 
 laid-back  life  should  be  devoid  of 

 responsibilities.  A  powerful  person  in  his  or 
 her  80s  —  say,  the  leader  of  the  free  world 
 —  should  mentor  younger  people  and  let 
 them take star billing. 

 “If  you  have  been  doing  something  all  your 
 life  that  you  care  about  then  you  should 
 care  that  it  continues,  even  if  you  are  not 
 the  one  doing  it,”  he  said.  “If  you  hog  the 
 stage, that is not going to happen.” 

 Many  of  his  friends  think  of  stepping  back 
 as  a  come-down,  Freudenheim  said.  But  to 
 him,  it  is  a  blessing.  “You  have  to  get  over 
 the  vanity  of  thinking  you  are  the  only 
 person  in  the  world  who  can  do  your  job, 
 even  if  you  think  the  world  is  going  to  fall 
 apart.” 

 ‘I want to quote some Satchel Paige’ 

 Rabbi  James  Rudin,  88,  and  recently 
 knighted  by  Pope  Francis  for  his  work  on 
 Jewish-Catholic  relations,  would  have  Biden 
 consider  Psalm  90  and  Psalm  71.  The  latter 
 reads:  “Cast  me  not  off  in  the  time  of  old 
 age;  When  my  strength  faileth,  forsake  me 
 not.” 

 How  would  Rabbi  Rudin  have  Biden,  a 
 practicing Catholic, interpret them? 

 “When  you  get  into  your  80s,  you  see  the 
 finish  line  coming,”  he  said  from  his  home 
 on  Sanibel  Island,  Florida.  “So  each  day  is 
 precious  and  you  really  have  to  ask,  what 
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 are  my  values?  What  am  I  leaving  behind 
 for friends and family? 

 “We  have  a  limited  horizon  and  you  have  to 
 face  that.  That  doesn’t  mean  you  get 
 depressed;  that  means  the  journey  of  life  is 
 coming  to  an  end  sooner  rather  than  later 
 so  are  you  going  to  use  your  time  wisely  — 
 which  you  should  have  been  doing  all  your 
 life.” 

 That  limited  horizon  should  inspire  people  to 
 make better choices, he said. 

 Rudin added a non-biblical addendum. 

 “Then  I  want  to  quote  some  Satchel  Paige,” 
 he  said,  referring  to  the  great  Negro 
 Leagues  baseball  star  and  Hall  of  Famer. 
 “He  said,  ‘Never  look  back  because  they 
 might  be  gaining  on  you.’  Just  keep  looking 
 forward.” 

 Grandchildren sans parents 

 Entrepreneur  Howie  Jacobs,  who  will  turn 
 89  next  month,  is  quick  to  point  out  he  is  not 
 retired,  but  manufactures  magnetic  picture 
 frames.  He  has  two  words  for  the  president: 
 water volleyball. 

 “I  am  in  the  swimming  pool  three  mornings 
 a  week,”  he  said  from  his  55-and-older 
 community  in  Clifton,  New  Jersey.  “It  is 
 wonderful  exercising  and  we  do  a  lot  of 
 kibitzing. He should try it.” 

 Jacobs  and  his  wife  of  42  years,  Roz,  head 
 a  blended  family  of  six  children.  “We  were 
 the  original  Brady  Bunch,”  he  said.  “We 
 each  had  three  children  and  a  dog.  The  only 
 thing we didn’t have was a maid.” 

 Those  children  had  children,  and  that  leads 
 to  his  second  bit  of  advice:  President  and 
 Mrs.  Biden  should  take  a  vacation  with  each 
 of  their  grandchildren,  one  at  a  time.  The 
 Jacobs  did  this  for  each  of  their  14 
 grandchildren  on  the  occasion  of  their  10th 

 birthdays.  They  saw  five  national  parks, 
 various  U.S.  cities  and  ventured  into 
 Canada. 

 “I  am  not  sure  how  old  Biden’s 
 grandchildren  are,  but  having  a  week  alone 
 with  each  grandchild  without  their  parents 
 was  an  amazing  experience,”  he  said.  “They 
 were just totally open with us.” 

 Next  week,  he  will  sit  down  to  Thanksgiving 
 with  his  entire  family  —  all  36  of  them.  And 
 that’s what he wants for the president, too. 

 “That  would  be  the  No.  1  thing,”  he  said. 
 “Enjoy  your  family.  I  wish  that  for  everybody 
 in the world.” 

 ‘Go take a shower and have a drink’ 

 Bernie  Buzgon,  85,  is  an  insurance  lawyer 
 from  Lebanon,  Pennsylvania,  who  still  goes 
 to  the  office,  rides  a  bike  and  plays  tennis 
 three  times  a  week.  He  also  has  a  healthy 
 appreciation  for  the  zinger.  “I  have  a  very 
 good  memory  for  names,”  he  said.  “What’s 
 your name again?” 

 His  advice  for  Biden  is  wrapped  in  a  tennis 
 metaphor  —  one  that  sounds  suspiciously 
 like  a  political  recommendation:  “In  former 
 days,  when  you  were  serving  the  ball  and 
 the  opposition  placed  a  drop  shot  across  the 
 net  back  to  you,  you  would  run  and  try  to 
 return  it  across  the  net,”  he  said  from  his 
 condo in Sarasota, Florida. 

 “But  I  think  when  you  are  80,  you  have  to 
 think, ‘Let it drop. Let it bounce. Let it roll.’” 

 In  other  words,  “you  can’t  do  what  you  used 
 to  do.  You  gotta  understand  that,”  he  said. 
 “Go take a shower and have a drink.” 

 And  one  more  thing:  “After  age  80,  don’t 
 complain  about  the  aches  and  pains  you 
 have  upon  awakening  in  the  morning,”  he 
 said. “If you don’t have them, you are dead.” 
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 Television 

 In Peacock’s very Jewish detective 
 series, the biggest mystery is the 

 main character 
 By PJ Grisar 

 At  the  center  of  Peacock’s  moody  new 
 police  procedural  is  the  methodical 
 madness  of  Detective  Avraham  Avraham, 
 who  cracks  open  cases  with  the  help  of  a 
 blend  of  deep  empathy,  Talmudic  wisdom 
 and  a  lot  of  doodles  of  fish.  The  one  case 
 he  can’t  be  bothered  to  look  into  is  his  own, 
 and  that  goes  double  for  the  creative  team 
 behind the show. 

 Early  on  in  David  E.  Kelley’s  latest,  directed 
 by  Barry  Levinson  with  a  Hans  Zimmer 
 score,  we  learn  that  Avi  (Jeff  Wilbusch  of 
 “Unorthodox”  fame)  is  tightlipped  about  his 
 past.  He’s  a  kind  of  curiosity  for  his  new 
 partner  Janine  (Juliana  Canfield  from 
 “Succession.”)  After  she  insists  on  working 
 with  him  —  “The  Talmud  says  it’s  forbidden 
 for  a  teacher  to  reject  a  student”  —  she 
 regularly  peppers  him  with  questions  about 
 his  religious  practice.  At  least  at  first,  he 
 cites  the  New  York  Police  Department  code 
 of  conduct,  which  forbids  officers  from 
 asking colleagues about their faith. 

 Most  viewers  may  also  wonder  about  Avi’s 
 level  of  observance,  or  the  multi-season  arc 
 being  teed  up  over  the  mysterious  death  of 
 his  father,  which  he  is  loath  to  dig  into. 
 Someone  more  enmeshed  in  the  Jewish 

 world,  though,  may  not  be  troubled  by  a 
 self-described  Orthodox  Jew  who  doesn’t 
 eat  kosher,  wear  a  kippah  or  keep  shabbat. 
 They  may  instead  be  puzzled,  as  I  was,  by 
 everything  else.  The  more  background  the 
 show  provides,  the  more  questions  it  raises 
 about its leading man. 

 It  demands  a  kind  of  profiling  to  know  how 
 he  comes  by  his  deep  knowledge  of  Torah, 
 his  accent  and  his  deployment  of  Yiddish. 
 As you’ll see, the obvious reasons elude us. 

 Let’s play detective. 

 Some  context:  This  Avraham  Avraham, 
 though  based  on  a  character  with  the  same 
 name  in  a  series  of  novels  by  D.A.  Mishani, 
 is  a  different  person  entirely.  He’s  not 
 Mizrahi.  He’s  not  from  Israel.  When 
 disarming  a  gunman,  he  quips,  “I’m  trained! 
 I grew up in Crown Heights.” 

 First  impressions:  Stepping  into  crime 
 scenes  while  wearing  tailored  black  suits 
 and  speaking  with  flawless, 
 hyper-Ashkenazic  pronunciations  of  Hebrew 
 prayers  for  the  dead,  Avi  cuts  an 
 off-the-derech  figure.  The  impression  is 
 reinforced  by  Wilbusch’s  natural  accent, 
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 drawn  from  his  roots  in  the  Yiddish-speaking 
 Satmar community in Jerusalem. 

 Clues  in  questioning/casting:  If  Avi  was 
 once  Orthodox,  he  clearly  has  very  little 
 residual  concern  for  keeping  shomer  negiah 
 (adhering  to  halachic  restrictions  on  touch), 
 getting  in  trouble  for  holding  the  hand  of  the 
 mother  of  a  missing  child.  But,  he  does 
 daven  in  very  Ashkenazic  Hebrew  and 
 speaks  flawless  Yiddish.  (In  an  interview, 
 Wilbusch  told  me  he  was  excited  to  use  the 
 mameloshn,  his  “favorite  language,”  in  the 
 show.) 

 On  background:  Late  in  the  show  we  get 
 flashbacks  to  Avi’s  younger  self  (age  5), 
 without  a  kippah,  walking  the  family  dog.  He 
 doesn’t  appear  to  have  grown  up  Orthodox 
 at  all.  Wherefore  the  accent  and  fluency  in 
 Yiddish? 

 Perhaps  the  next  season  will  explain  how 
 his  parents  were  Yiddishists  or  ex-Orthodox 
 or  that  he  participated  in  some  childhood 
 immersion  program  in  the  Haredi  world,  if 
 such  a  thing  exists.  Maybe  being  from 
 Crown  Heights  was  enough  of  an  education. 
 Heck,  Avi  could  have  been  frum  beginning 
 at  age  6.  (Though  when  I  interviewed  two  of 
 the  executive  producers,  before  I  had 
 access  to  all  eight  episodes,  they  told  me 
 that,  as  Kelley  imagined  Avraham,  he  was 
 raised  secular  and  became  “more 
 observant”  through  his  job  with  the 
 department.) 

 Avi  is  unlike  almost  any  character  on  TV; 
 maybe  his  closest  analog  is  District  Attorney 
 Adam  Schiff  (no  relation  to  the  U.S. 
 representative  from  California)  on  “Law  & 
 Order,”  known  to  interpret  the  law  through 
 Talmudic  eyes,  owing  largely  to  the 
 influence  of  the  man  playing  him,  the 

 Orthodox  Jewish  actor  Steven  Hill.  It’s 
 exciting  to  see  Avi  wrap  tefillin  on  a  rooftop 
 as  the  J  train  chugs  across  the  Williamsburg 
 Bridge  in  the  distance.  In  a  world  where 
 every  antisemite  on  Twitter  sees  fit  to 
 Sparknote  the  Talmud  to  nefarious  ends,  it’s 
 a  relief  to  hear  Avi  convey  the  humanism  at 
 its  core.  Watching  him  stand  shomer  for  a 
 man  who  died  without  friends  or  family,  I 
 liked  to  consider  how  this  aligned  with  his 
 philosophy on policing. 

 Still  it’s  frustrating  that  the  show  throws  us 
 so  many  breadcrumbs  and  we’re  still  short 
 of  the  full  challah.  For  all  the  glimpses  of  his 
 life  off  the  job,  and  even  into  his  nightmares, 
 Avraham  Avraham’s  nearly  as  unknowable 
 as  another  great  detective,  Lieutenant 
 Columbo  (here  is  your  reminder  that  you 
 can also watch “Columbo” on Peacock). 

 Finding  his  own  way:  While  Avi  remains  a 
 calculated  cipher,  sometimes  this  is 
 welcome.  Too  often  media  about  Jews  feels 
 the  need  to  flatten  faith  and  identity.  Avi 
 adds  dimension  by  not  being  lax  on 
 spirituality  nor  too  hemmed  in  by  halacha. 
 He  finds  deep  meaning  in  tradition,  but 
 forges  his  own  path.  And  he  is  just  as  at 
 home  quoting  commentaries  on  Torah  (first 
 in  Yiddish,  then  the  original  Hebrew)  as 
 Aristotle’s “De Anima.” 

 As  is  often  the  case  in  a  Kelley  production, 
 a  heightened  reality  eventually  upstages  the 
 questions  the  show  is  hoping  to  explore. 
 The  idea  that  deep  faith  can  influence  police 
 work  is  promising,  but  a  messy  denouement 
 proves  how  easily  it  can  slide  into 
 cartoonishness. 

 In  the  final  episode,  Avi  tears  into  a  murder 
 suspect:“You’re  not  God.  Can  you  stretch 
 the  heavens  and  earth?  Do  you  give  the 
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 horse  its  strength?  Can  you  catch  a  whale 
 with  a  hook?  When  God  favored  you  you 
 loved  him,  when  He  tested  you  you 
 destroyed his most precious creation: life.” 

 This  overworked,  frothing  fervor,  gets 
 worse.  A  chair  through  a  window.  A  gunshot 
 in  the  station.  Janine  thanks  Avi  for  teaching 
 her  “how  to  be  a  mensch.”  Pretty  banal 
 praise  from  someone  who’s  been  boning  up 
 on her Midrash. 

 Even  at  the  series’  end,  Kelley  and 
 company  leave  threads  hanging,  notably  the 
 mystery  of  Avi’s  father’s  murder  and  even  a 
 bloody  instance  of  Hebrew  letter  mutilation 
 (very  “Da  Vinci  Code”).  I  was  too  perplexed 
 by  Avi’s  origins  —  my  Slack  messages  are  a 
 log  of  me  trying  to  figure  out  his  deal  by 
 quizzing  colleagues  —  to  fully  absorb  his 
 investigations  into  a  missing  child  or  a  bomb 
 threat at a daycare center. 

 Conclusion:  I  suspect  casting  Wilbusch, 
 whose  own  background  certainly  informed 
 the  role,  and  whose  American  accent  is,  as 
 far  as  I  know,  untested,  played  a  part  in  the 
 character we ended up with. 

 In  October,  Kelley’s  producing  partner 
 Matthew  Tinker  told  me  when  Wilbusch 
 walked  on  set  the  producers  thought  he  was 
 “more Avi than Avi is.” 

 This  should  be  a  ringing  endorsement  of 
 Wilbusch’s  admittedly  deft  performance. 
 But,  at  least  this  season,  it  just  seems  like 
 evidence  the  showrunners  haven’t  figured 
 out exactly who their main character is. 
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 News 

 3 rabbis talk turkey as Biden 
 prepares for annual pardon 

 By Adam Kovac 

 When  President  Joe  Biden  pardons  a  pair  of 
 turkeys  on  Monday,  just  days  before 
 Thanksgiving,  he’ll  be  participating  in  the 
 long  Jewish  tradition  of  giving  animals  their 
 day in court. 

 While  Jewish  law  does  not  explicitly 
 describe  appropriate  punishments  for  fowl 
 play,  Rabbi  Joe  Hample  of  Morgantown, 
 West  Virginia’s  Tree  of  Life  Congregation, 
 noted  that  the  Torah  does  prescribe 
 remedies for crimes committed by wildlife. 

 “Let’s  say  an  ox  kills  someone,  that  ox  must 
 be  stoned  to  death,  that’s  in  the  Torah,”  he 
 said. 

 The  Talmud  takes  the  matter  even  further, 
 teaching that context must be considered. 

 “If  the  ox  killed  someone  by  mistake,  that’s 
 different  than  if  the  ox  killed  someone  on 
 purpose,”  Hample  continued.  “Or  if  the  ox 
 was  scratching  its  back  on  a  fence  and  the 
 fence  fell  over  and  killed  someone.  Is  the  ox 
 liable?” 

 The  White  House  turkey-pardoning  ritual, 
 though  a  fairly  recent  invention,  taps  into 
 timeless  Jewish  values,  Hample  and  several 
 other  rabbis  interviewed  by  the  Forward 
 posited. 

 While  turkeys  have  been  gifted  to  the  White 
 House  for  over  a  century,  John  Kennedy  is 
 credited  with  the  first  pardon,  saying  of  one 
 bird  that  had  been  sent  for  his  dining 
 enjoyment,  “We’ll  let  this  one  grow.”  The 
 pardoning  ceremony  didn’t  become  an 
 annual  tradition  until  1981,  under  Ronald 
 Reagan. 

 In  a  certain  light,  said  Rabbi  Joshua 
 Hammerman,  the  turkey  pardon  can  be 
 seen  as  a  reverse  form  of  kapparot,  the 
 Yom  Kippur  ritual  in  which  a  fowl,  usually  a 
 chicken,  is  waved  over  one’s  head  before 
 being  slaughtered  and  given  to  the  poor  to 
 eat.  In  this  case,  instead  of  being  sacrificed 
 as  a  mark  of  atonement,  the  turkeys  are 
 being  given  a  second  chance  at  life,  which 
 is an act of charity. 

 “We  should  be  providing,  you  know,  turkey 
 dinners  for  people  who  are  poor,”  said 
 Hammerman,  who  is  author  of  the  book 
 “Mensch  Marks:  Life  Lessons  of  a  Human 
 Rabbi.”  “So  this  is  a  reminder  not  just  to  be 
 merciful  to  the  animal,  but  to  human  beings 
 as well.” 

 Presidential  clemency  aside,  Thanksgiving 
 has  long  drawn  from  Jewish  tradition.  One 
 theory,  which  appears  to  have  at  least  some 
 basis  in  historic  fact,  surmises  that  the  pious 
 Pilgrims,  well-versed  in  the  Bible,  were  well 
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 aware  of  Sukkot  and  possibly  inspired  by  it 
 when  they  decided  to  hold  their  own  harvest 
 festival. 

 However,  turkey’s  iconic  place  as  the 
 centerpiece  of  the  meal  has  proved 
 controversial  for  some  Jews.  Hammerman 
 wrote  an  article  in  2011  questioning  whether 
 the  bird  qualifies  as  kosher.  As  a  vegetarian, 
 he  feels  that  “every  turkey  should  be 
 pardoned.” 

 Rabbi  Michael  Singer,  who  chairs  the 
 Rabbinical  Association’s  Social  Justice 
 Commission,  similarly  questions  the 
 pardoned  turkeys’  status  as  possible  food. 
 He  suggests  that  when  Jews  watch  these 
 turkeys  get  their  brief  time  in  the  limelight, 
 they  should  consider  the  ethics  of  their  own 
 eating  habits,  given  how  poorly  farm 
 animals  and  the  people  who  raise  and 
 slaughter them are often treated. 

 “The  word  ‘kosher’  means  fit  or  proper.  It 
 doesn’t  just  mean  is  the  animal  or  permitted 
 animal  to  eat  or  not,”  he  said.  “It  also  deals 
 with  the  workers,  how  they’re  treated, 
 whether  they’re  paid,  whether  they’re  safe, 
 whether they’re making a fair wage.” 

 As  for  the  two  turkeys  that  President  Biden 
 will  pardon,  little  is  known  about  them. 
 According  to  a  White  House  statement,  they 
 are  from  Monroe,  North  Carolina.  But  their 
 crimes  have  not  been  made  public,  which 
 Hample  said  makes  it  hard  to  say  whether 
 they  have  earned  the  privilege  of  fleeing  the 
 coop. 

 “I  don’t  know  what  the  turkey  has  been 
 forgiven  for,”  he  admitted.  “That  turkey  has 
 been  presumably  sentenced  to  death  for 
 some  nameless  crime.  What  capital  crime 
 could  a  turkey  commit?  I  guess  it  could  peck 
 somebody’s eye out.” 
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 Sports 

 This Jewish water polo player 
 defied Hitler in 1936 

 By Frederic J. Frommer 

 Despite  growing  up  with  a  former  Olympic 
 athlete  as  a  father,  Helen  Epstein  was  more 
 drawn  to  her  mother’s  relatives,  a  group  of 
 intriguing  urbanites.  Next  to  them,  her 
 father’s  family  seemed  like  typical 
 upper-middle class Czech Jews. 

 “The  combination  of  my  father’s  not  being 
 proficient  in  English  and  the  conventionality 
 of  his  family  made  me  disregard  them  — 
 even  though  my  father  was  super  famous  in 
 Czechoslovakia,” said Epstein, 74. 

 “Everybody  was  in  awe  of  him.  But  when 
 you’re  living  in  America,  and  the  sport  is 
 water  polo,  it  didn’t  ring  any  bells.  So  I  didn’t 
 get  interested  in  telling  his  story  for  a  very 
 long time.” 

 But  that  changed  over  the  years,  and  led 
 Epstein  to  create  an  exhibit  on  his 
 athleticism  and  perseverance  that  opens  in 
 a  Czech  museum  on  Sept.  8.  It  tells  of  his 
 feats  in  the  water,  but  also  his  time  in 
 Terezin  and  Auschwitz.  She  hopes  to  then 
 bring it to his adopted country, the U.S. 

 Helen  Epstein,  a  journalist  and  author  who 
 lives  in  Lexington,  Massachusetts,  outside 
 of  Boston,  said  a  turning  point  came  when 
 she  read  a  1987  New  York  Times  Magazine 
 story  by  Karen  Russell,  the  daughter  of 

 basketball  great  Bill  Russell,  about  being 
 the daughter of an athlete fighting racism. 

 “I  identified  very  strongly  with  that,”  Epstein 
 said. “Something about it stayed with me.” 

 Competing — on principle 

 Kurt  Epstein  competed  for  the  Czech  water 
 polo  team  in  the  1928  Olympics  in 
 Amsterdam  and  then  made  the  decision  to 
 compete  in  the  1936  Olympics  in  Berlin, 
 known  as  the  “Nazi  Olympics.”  In  a  book 
 about  her  father,  “A  Jewish  Athlete: 
 Swimming  Against  Stereotype  in  20th 
 Century  Europe,”  Epstein  wrote  that  a 
 debate  raged  leading  up  to  the  ’36  Olympics 
 about whether Jews should compete. 

 “All  the  Zionist  sports  clubs  urged  a 
 boycott,”  she  wrote.  “Kurt  was  one  of  only 
 two  Jews  who  chose  to  compete  for 
 Czechoslovakia;  and  the  only  Jew  on  the 
 seven-member  water  polo  team  who  went 
 to  Berlin.”  Four  others,  including  the 
 country’s  best  water  polo  player,  joined  the 
 boycott. 

 “Kurt  felt  that  Jews  were  obliged  to  take  part 
 if  only  to  refute  the  Nazi  claim  that  they 
 were inferior to the Aryans,” she wrote. 
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 Her  father  never  regretted  that  decision.  “He 
 believed  sports  occupied  a  higher  plane 
 than  politics  and  described  the  triumph  of 
 [U.S.  track  star]  Jesse  Owens,  who  defied 
 Aryan  notions  of  racial  superiority  by 
 winning  four  gold  medals,”  Helen  Epstein 
 recalled. 

 He  said  later  that  “you  could  in  no  way  harm 
 the  Nazis  by  withdrawing  from  the 
 competition.  I  cheered  when  the  American 
 Negro  Jesse  Owens  won  four  gold  medals. 
 It  was  an  achievement  that  no  Nazi  race 
 propaganda could deny.” 

 When  the  Nazis  occupied  Czechoslovakia, 
 Kurt  Epstein  was  deported  to  Auschwitz  and 
 Terezin  —  which  had  been  his  former 
 military  garrison  when  he  served  in  the 
 Czechoslavak  army.  His  parents  and  both  of 
 his brothers were killed at Auschwitz. 

 After  the  war,  Kurt  Epstein  became  a 
 member  of  the  Czechoslovak  National 
 Olympic  Committee  and  coached 
 swimming,  but  decided  to  leave  after  the 
 Communist takeover of the country in 1948. 

 “I  often  heard  him  say  that  the  Communists 
 were  ‘Nazis  in  different  color  uniforms,’” 
 Helen Epstein wrote. 

 Kurt  Epstein,  his  wife  Franci,  and  baby 
 daughter  Helen  moved  to  the  Upper  West 
 Side  of  Manhattan.  He  eventually  found 
 work  as  a  cutter  in  a  clothing  factory  in  the 
 city’s  garment  district.  He  died  in  1975  at 
 the age of 71. 

 An unwanted tallis 

 After  the  Velvet  Revolution  in 
 Czechoslovakia,  Helen  Epstein  visited  the 

 country  to  do  research  for  a  book  on  her 
 mother’s  life,  and  decided  to  visit  her 
 father’s  hometown,  Roudnice  nad  Labem. 
 She  wound  up  writing  a  1990  story  for  the 
 New  York  Times  Magazine  on  that  visit, 
 called  “The  House  on  Jan  Hus  Street.”  She 
 still  remembers  this  quote  from  a  boyhood 
 friend  of  her  father’s  about  forming  a  swim 
 club  back  in  1920:  “You  know,  we  had  a  club 
 when  we  were  little,  even  before  the  Swim 
 Club  of  Roudnice.  We  met  every  week, 
 each  time  at  a  different  house,  so  I  knew 
 your  father’s  house  very  well.  There  were 
 two  brothers,  two  Jews  and  two  ‘Aryans’  .  .  . 
 well, one of those was me!” 

 In  that  story,  Epstein  described  the  seeds  of 
 her father’s interest in swimming. 

 “My  father  explained  to  us  that  people  then 
 believed  that  Jews  were  physically  stunted 
 from  so  many  years  of  ghetto  life,”  she 
 wrote.  “He  responded  by  founding,  with 
 friends,  the  Independent  Swim  Club  of 
 Roudnice,  becoming  first  a  competitive 
 swimmer  and  rower  and  then  a  water  polo 
 player.” 

 Epstein’s  visit  took  her  to  her  father’s 
 childhood  home,  a  large  house  down  the 
 street  from  her  grandfather’s  factory,  which 
 lay  in  ruins.  The  home  was  built  by  her 
 grandfather. 

 “I  also  went  to  the  cemetery  and  realized 
 that  the  Epsteins  were  one  the  oldest 
 families  in  Roudnice  —  and  that  Roudnice 
 itself  was  one  of  the  oldest  Jewish 
 settlements  in  the  Czech  lands  outside  of 
 Prague,” she said. 
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 Fifteen  years  later,  she  found  out  that  this 
 house  had  become  a  regional  museum,  the 
 Podripske  Museum.  She  considered  that  it 
 might  accept  a  family  heirloom.  Epstein  had 
 a  tallis  that  her  father  received  on  his  bar 
 mitzvah  in  1917  which  had  been  passed 
 around  the  family.  Helen  Epstein  and  her 
 husband  had  used  it  for  a  chuppah  at  their 
 wedding,  then  given  it  to  her  brothers,  who 
 eventually returned it to her. 

 “Their  kids  didn’t  want  it,  and  my  kids  didn’t 
 want  it,”  she  recalled.  “So  I  planned  to 
 donate  it  to  a  museum  or  Holocaust  Center 
 —  but  no  one  wanted  it,  because  there  are 
 hundreds  of  thousands  of  tallises  saved 
 after the Holocaust. And it was in tatters.” 

 Building an exhibit 

 But  then  she  had  the  idea  to  make  it  part  of 
 an  exhibit  at  the  museum  that  was  now  in 
 her  father’s  childhood  home,  and  sent  a 
 cold  email  to  the  museum  director,  who  was 
 interested. 

 “So  we  started  with  the  tallis  and  a  lot  of 
 photographs,”  Epstein  said.  “Unlike  many 
 children  of  Holocaust  survivors,  I  have  a  ton 
 of  photographs,  because  the  goalie  on  my 
 father’s  water  polo  team,  who  was  his  best 
 friend,  saved  them  for  him  —  along  with  the 
 tallis.” 

 The  friend  also  saved  Epstein’s  sports 
 albums,  so  the  exhibit  includes  family 
 photographs,  but  also  news  clippings  and 
 photographs of his team from 1920 to 1938. 

 “It’s  esoteric  —  you  have  to  be  interested  in 
 water polo,” she laughed. 

 The  exhibit  received  funding  from  three 
 sources:  the  regional  museum,  the  city  of 
 Roudnice,  and  the  Terezin  Memorial,  about 
 10 miles away. 

 Martin  Trefný,  director  of  the  Podripske 
 Museum,  noted  that  the  Jewish  community 
 has  a  long  tradition  in  his  city,  with  historical 
 sources dating it back to the 16th century. 

 He  said  he  considers  it  important  to 
 preserve  the  Roudnice’s  Jewish  past,  that 
 the  museum  has  organized  other  exhibits 
 with  Jewish  themes,  and  that  he  was 
 pleased  to  work  on  one  about  Kurt  Epstein, 
 calling  him  “a  significant  personality  of  our 
 city,  as  well  as  an  important  sportsman  and 
 Czechoslovak.” 

 The  exhibit,  which  includes  the  tallis  and  20 
 panels  featuring  photos  and  maps,  actually 
 opened  in  2020  at  the  regional  museum,  but 
 the  museum  was  closed  for  most  of  that 
 year,  so  hardly  anyone  saw  it,  Helen 
 Epstein said. 

 Now,  it’s  opening  at  the  Terezin  Memorial. 
 Visitors  can  see  photos  of  the  original 
 three-story  Epstein  family  house;  Kurt  at  his 
 bar  mitzvah;  Kurt  rowing;  Kurt  playing  water 
 polo  in  the  Vltava  River;  Kurt  in  a  Czech 
 Army  uniform;  and  Kurt  at  the  ’36  Berlin 
 Olympics. 

 It  runs  through  Nov.  30.  Epstein  hopes  it  will 
 open next in the U.S. 

 “It  could  be  in  a  synagogue,  it  could  be  in  a 
 Holocaust  Center,  it  could  be  in  a 
 university,” she said. 
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